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In today’s consumer environment, retailers want to create personalized experiences with
better data to build a broader base of loyal customers. To help achieve this, many large
retail brands have deployed technology to harness basic in-store data. Many Fortune 500
retailers have implemented capabilities for geolocation, “find in store” features, and in-store
inventory and in-store mode in their mobile apps.
While such capabilities have been out of reach for retailers outside of the Fortune 500,
the ability to create a unified and persistent view of customer behavior is now available for any
size retailer. With new technologies like easy-to-deploy internet of things devices and customer
data platforms, retailers don’t need a big budget or internal data teams to achieve results.
New tech tools that allow retailers to collect and integrate consumer data can mitigate
many challenges they face, including:

Lack of fresh in-store data. Real-time shopping data from e-commerce sites only
tell part of the customer story. All retailers should collect and act on in-store,
path-to-purchase data to better engage with their shoppers and create more loyal
customers — just like the Fortune 500 retailers do.

With new technologies
like easy-to-deploy internet
of things devices and
customer data platforms,
retailers don’t need a big
budget or internal data
teams to achieve results.

	
Data silos. Retailers have customer data from various internal sources already —
such as customer relationship management systems, mobile device management,
etc. In today’s market, retailers must unify that data and enrich it with in-store
path-to-purchase and social data continuously in a customer data platform.
Doing so enables retailers to create a single, 360-degree view of their customers
and how they shop in all channels, allowing retailers to develop a customer data
playbook of sorts that can be used across the organization.

	
Unaligned store execution. Research shows that often store associates cannot
execute key parts of the omnichannel workflow. This can be due in part to the data
silo challenge, and it impairs retailers from delivering a true omnichannel experience.

	
Insufficient internal development expertise. It’s tempting to think retailers can
create the technology they need to combine physical and digital commerce data.
While Fortune 500 retailers can attract and retain technology and data talent,
most retailers need a tool or service that allows them to get the same results quickly
and cost-efficiently.
New opportunities for combining in-store, online data
First-party data like in-store path-to-purchase data with a behavioral texture is a valuable
asset for retailers to own. And when managed properly, retailers can use that first-party
data to continually build personalized services that inspire loyalty.
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Using this fresh, first-party data about in-store and online customer behavior empowers
retailers to take advantage of revenue-boosting opportunities like:

	
Location-based personalization, which helps shoppers in the store find what they’re
looking for without the help of a salesperson. This is important since many customers
don’t want to look like they have no idea of what they want and where to find it. If they
need to then talk to an associate, it’s a more informative conversation. Another bonus:
With expanded opportunities for consumer self-service, associates have more
time to assist customers with complex needs, or to handle operational tasks such
as restocking or returns.

	
A streamlined in-store path to purchase makes it faster and easier for customers
to complete transactions by suggesting carefully curated products based on their
buying and browsing history.

	
Clienteling, which enables associates to deliver individualized services that forge and
support long-term relationships. With a 360-degree customer view, sales associates
can glean customer insights on preferences, purchase history and buying behavior;
suggest alternative or complementary items; and support cross-selling and up-selling.

Questions to ask when considering a solution
Ready to investigate a solution that helps you capture and combine cross-channel customer data?
Here are three questions to help you understand your specific needs:
1. How many internal and external
systems and sources of customer data

ease-of-use and the time to go into

The solution should harness in-store

production (90 days is a good goal).

path-to-purchase customer data into

should you consolidate to produce
a single customer data playbook?
List sources of your first-party data

the single customer data playbook
2. Do you support in-store mode,
"find in store," in-store inventory

that your team members across the
organization can execute against.

to pull into a customer data platform.

with mapping and geolocation

And verify time to launch and ease-

in your mobile app and omnichannel

of-use. Some solutions promise the

experiences? Look for a solution

level of security? Be sure that the

3. Does the solution provide the right

rapid deployment you desire, but talk

that works with your mobile app and

technology is GDPR compliant and

to referred customers who operate on

allows you to offer customers the

meets your internal requirements for

a similar scale to validate claims about

same experience across channels.

data security and privacy protection.
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Leveraging technology to capture and integrate physical and digital data
The most customer-centric retailers are increasingly bolstering their shoppers’ in-store
and digital experiences by investing in omnichannel fulfillment, personalization and mobile
marketing. They are improving their ability to measure and refine omnichannel offerings.1
Retailers can capitalize on those opportunities by leveraging technology to:

	
Increase access to fresh in-store data. Most of the in-store data retailers have
on customers is stale. Retailers must gain access to in-store path-to-purchase data
so they can harness it as an asset and employ it for different use cases within stores
and across networks. IoT sensors, beacons and cameras track how customers engage
with merchandise, and a retail data management solution ingests that data and blends

The most customercentric retailers are
increasingly bolstering
their shoppers’ in-store
and digital experiences
by investing in omnichannel
fulfillment, personalization
and mobile marketing.

it with digital data from the web, mobile, email and social.

	
Connect data silos. Many retail operations make assumptions based on pictures
formed using incomplete data, which reduces effectiveness and wastes effort.
Retailers should use technology to easily and automatically ingest customer data
from various sources, unify it to create a fresh record of customers and create
a single view that’s available for use instantly. This creates a unified and persistent
customer data playbook that functional groups including marketing, merchandising,
e-commerce and store operations can execute against.

	
Support clienteling. Associates need immediate access to as much customer data and
as many selling tips as possible. They should also have the customer data playbook
that includes fresh data from all sources. This information can even drive suggestions

1. Press release, National Retail Federation,
March 11, 2019, https://nrf.com/media-center/
press-releases/modern-retailers-are-meetingmultichannel-consumer-demands

to associates so customers feel like they know their preferences and can help them
make choices and save them time. Real-time actionable tasks prompt sales staff
to cross-sell and up-sell, too.

	
Take personalization to the next level. Customers demand omnichannel experiences
and expect you to know their interests. Retailers must enrich the data they already have
with in-store path-to-purchase data collected from mobile apps, geolocation and find
in store/in-store inventory with mapping. They can then add second-party and social
data to give it even more meaning. Infusing these insights into customer data keeps
it fresh and relevant.
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Employ hyperlocalization. Hyperlocalization uses data to determine the most-browsed
merchandise by customers within a 10-mile radius of a store. This makes it easy to
differentiate inventory to meet the specific interests and needs of shoppers in specific
neighborhoods and locations.

	
Increase loyalty. Creating a more loyal customer base is crucial to driving revenue.
Influence customer sentiment with combined in-store and online insights, and offer
shoppers products and services tailored to their preferred path to purchase.
Research from Arm Internet of Things Services Group has shown that a loyal
customer — who buys from a retailer multiple times — creates eight to 10 times
the profit of a casual shopper.

	
Ensure data security and privacy. Three-quarters of retailers have experienced
data breaches2, and National Retail Federation data show3 that organized retail
crime (including returns and gift card fraud) has reached record highs. And retailers
must know privacy regulations and security issues that grow increasingly complex.
A well-designed customer data platform can help retailers carefully manage sensitive,
personally identifiable data and meet the high standards of privacy like the EU’s General
Data Protection Regulation.
This level of sophisticated data management used to be accessible only to major retailers
with big IT teams — but that’s no longer the case. Many retailers are turning to customer
data platforms, solutions with the ability to merge physical shopper data with digital
customer data, to help them get the right results faster and scale personalization
campaigns with ease.
Case study excerpt: Muji
2. Alaimo, Dan. “US Retailers Lead World in Data Breaches.”
Retail Dive, Industry Dive, July 30, 2018, https://www.
retaildive.com/news/us-retailers-lead-world-in-databreaches/528873/

Global retailer Muji was expanding its portfolio of 650 stores and decided to improve
its mobile app and unify the digital and physical shopping experiences when the company
found that its customers often browsed online and later on visited physical stores to make
purchases. Muji turned to the Arm Treasure Data enterprise customer data platform

3. Press release, National Retail Federation, Nov. 19, 2018,
https://nrf.com/media-center/press-releases/organizedretail-crime-losses-reach-all-time-high

to combine online browsing data and in-store buying histories to create a complete
picture of its shoppers, who Muji then offered personalized coupons and targeted,
in-app notifications. The results: higher in-store foot traffic, a 46% jump in store
revenue and a 100% rise in coupon redemptions for targeted, app-based promotions.
Read the full case study.

Learn more about how Arm can help you unite your physical and digital customer
experiences and develop your own customer data playbook.
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